These AGV’s help combat the logistical challenges faced by the Manufacturing Units and Warehouses due to shortage on manpower, during these unprecedented times of COVID pandemic, where the industries are being asked to work with less than half the manpower strength.

**PARAMETER OF THE AGV**

- Battery: 1kWh
- Size: 500X500X600 mm

**AGV WITH AUTOMATIC COUPLING TRAILER FOR FACTORIES & WAREHOUSES**

- LiDar SLAM guided
- Easy go forward/ backward or turn
- Can change the trajectory while driving
- 5° slope and grade ability, can cross step of 25mm
- Automatic couple/de-couple a trailer
- Load of trailer upper to 100kg
- Easy accessible and exchangeable battery
- Multiple bumping protection measure
- Easy to manage the route, monitor the status

**CONTACT US:**
IES.Marketeting@TechMahindra.com